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Special Clinic
By Master T.Tresky
On Saturday morning June 6, most of the
senior belts awoke early to attend the BlueBlack Belt Clinic which is regularly scheduled
after every testing. I am happy to say that
we had a great turnout! We had very few
“blue belts and up” that were absent from
this important part of our Martial Arts training
and instruction.
The clinic started out as most Blue- Black
Belt Clinics start, with the usual regimen of
Hyung, Ill Soo Sik, and Weapons instruction
and practice. All senior belts having recently
tested were taught the new techniques
required for their next belt level. And as
the morning wore on, we moved on to a
special surprise training session from a guest
instructor.
Our guest instructor for the morning was
Master June Kim. He is from S. Korea and
is currently visiting the United States. He
wanted to visit our school in particular to
better observe how we train. Master Kim is
currently a fourth degree black belt in Tae
Kwon Do. I learned that in Korea, one can
earn an academic degree in Tae Kwon Do,
much like one earns a Bachelor of Science
degree in the United States. In Korea, there is
a great deal of emphasis placed on training
in the Martial Arts. Martial Arts training in
Korea is much more intense and much more
frequent. It is comparable to baseball in the
United States.
Tae Kwon Do is characterized by being

somewhat more sport and competition
oriented as opposed to Tang Soo Do. Its
techniques are based on the ability to
quickly and accurately score points, and to
successfully guard against any attacks an
opponent can execute. The discipline relies
primarily on offensive kicking techniques
using the legs. This includes rapidly executed
and explosive mid-range roundhouse kicks,
skip kicks and back kicks. Defensive blocking
is achieved using both the arms and the legs.
Tang Soo Do, on the other hand, adheres
more to a long-running tradition of strict
technique and Hyung.
Master Kim instructed the class in some
basic kick exercises that he has practiced in
Korea. These exercises seemed very helpful
in increasing ones endurance, as they were
very aerobically strenuous.

I believe that many in the class
gained a greater appreciation for
the level of training that martial
artists go through in Korea.

There are sure to be many sore and aching
legs in the days following this training!
All in all, Saturday’s Blue - Black Belt Clinic
proved to be a highly intense and extremely
motivating day. Our thanks go out to Master
June Kim for his guest appearance. I am
sure all will remember the day’s events.
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A Message from GRANDMASTER TAEK HO NAM

In this issue I would like to talk to
you about loyalty, enthusiasm and
dedication. Tang Soo Do serves
three purposes: 1.) Training teaches
you self-defense and improves
your health. You can use it to
protect your life and possessions
from injustice and danger. Through
rigorous training you develop a
Grandmaster
strong, healthy body. 2.) Mentally,
Taek Ho Nam
you have built your inner strength
and become a more powerful and confident individual.
Through self-discipline you have developed the ability to
control mind over body and improved concentration. 3.) You
have achieved a more positive attitude through spiritual and
philosophical development. By setting and achieving goals
you have increased your self-respect, thus leading to a more
productive and peaceful life.
Pittsburghers love our famous Pittsburgh Steelers and
Pittsburgh Penguins. Our sports heroes Ben Roethlisberger, Hines
Ward, Sidney Crosby and Marc-Andre Fleury have said many
times, “The Pittsburgh fans are the greatest! They are always
there to cheer us on, win or lose, rain or shine. Our fans are one
of the most important factors that make our teams so great.”
They will also tell you the love and enthusiasm of the fans is one
of the key elements that motivate the team.
I am sure many of you have life-long friends. With these
friends, you have shared many happy occasions and many
not-so-happy occasions. Over time, you have run into a few
obstacles that tested your friendship. But with your loyalty,
love and dedication to one another, your friendship has
endured and grown even stronger throughout the years. Our
Martial Arts training is based on these principles of loyalty,
perseverance and dedication.

A strong martial arts background enriches
our lives in many ways.

Along with the mental and physical training, it is “a way of life”.
It is a part of who you are. Its philosophy builds strong, good
moral character, with a positive outlook on life. It makes you
a better person and helps to balance your life. For example,
have you ever known someone who is very intelligent and in
good physical health, but is very dishonest or untrustworthy and
has no moral values? Without these qualities his/her life is very
unstable.
[continued on page 7]
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UPCOMING EVENTS
*ASK YOUR CAMPUS MANAGER FOR TIMES |
*DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
RC= Robinson Campus
CC= Cecil Campus
MC= Mt. Lebanon Campus

July

8 Breaking Clinic @ MC with Kwan Jang Nim
9 Breaking Clinic @ MC with SahBumNim Nam
All Belts Breaking Clinic @ RC
10 All Belts Breaking Clinic @ CC
Pan-Am Tang Soo Do Federation Promotional Pre-Testing:
22 CC
23 RC
24 MC
NO CLASS @ CECIL CAMPUS
Pan-Am Tang Soo Do Federation Promotional Testing & Summer Picnic
25 Dormont Park (Directions Available)
10am – All Students (you may wear your “Summer Time Uniform”)
Pan-Am Tang Soo Do Federation Promotional “Make Up” Testing
Please speak to your Campus Manager to arrange your “Make Up” Testing
NO BLUE BELT to BLACK BELT CLINIC – Have a Great Summer Break!

August
1
14-16

2
3
4
5-7

NO BREAKING CLINIC THIS MONTH
NMAC A+TEAM PARTY!
NMAC KARATE KAMP!
Location: Directions Available
Time: Check-in between 5:30 pm – 7pm

September

Breaking Clinic @ MC with Kwan Jang Nim
Breaking Clinic @ MC with SahBumNim Nam
All Belts Breaking Clinic @ RC
All Belts Breaking Clinic @ CC
NO CLASS ALL CAMPUSES (Labor Day)

Pan-Am Tang Soo Do Federation Promotional Pre-Testing:
16 CC
RC
17
18 MC
NO CLASS @ CC
Pan-Am Tang Soo Do Federation Promotional Testing & Kwan Jang Nim’s Birthday Celebration
19

RC

9 am – Children
10 am – Kwan Jang Nim’s Birthday Celebration
10 am – Adults
Pan-Am Tang Soo Do Federation Promotional “Make Up” Testing
Please speak to your Campus Manager to arrange your “Make Up” Testing
26 BLUE BELT to BLACK BELT CLINIC
NO CLASS ALL CAMPUSES (CLINIC)
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May PTF Promotional Testing “Parent Appreciation Month”
By April Shorts
The Robinson Campus was full of
excitement on May 30 as everyone arrived
for the Pan-Am Tang Soo Do Federation
Promotional Testing and Black Belt Tea
Ceremony. The morning started out with the
early arrivers helping to sort the Joe Corbi
fundraiser. It was great to see how many
people worked so hard to raise money for
the upcoming NMAC Karate Kamp 2009!
This day was very special since we had
Guest Grandmasters there to examine the
testers and present Dan Certificates and
Black Belts to the recipients during the Black
Belt Tea Ceremony. Kwan Jang Nim started
by introducing our guests, Grandmaster
Min from Harrisburg, PA, Grandmaster Kim
from York, PA and Grandmaster Lee from
Sacramento, CA. Each of them played an
important role in Kwan Jang Nim’s childhood.
It was a very special honor to have them
there with us.
The testing started off with the children
and some adults all lined up and ready
to do their best in front of the Board of
Examiners. Even though the children were
performing their techniques in front of such
high, honorable individuals they all still
presented with such great confidence. I
know I was very nervous myself and for my
boys, but I hope we made all the Masters
proud of what they taught us and showed
the Grandmasters our accomplishments and
knowledge of Tang Soo Do.
It was also Parent Appreciation month so
Kwan Jang Nim called up all the children

and quietly whispered to them; reminding
them of all the wonderful things their
parents do for them. They each received a
carnation to give to their parents, however
I received 2 stems! My boys didn’t want to
give up the flowers; I guess I’m appreciated
the most! Sah Bum Nim Nam continued by
handing out Letters of Appreciation to all
those who helped out and worked so hard
all year long to make Nam’s Korean Karate
School the best for all of us. We truly are a
great Tang So Do Family.
Before the adult testing was the Black Belt
Tea Ceremony. It is always very awe inspiring
to see how many participants work so hard
to make it to the rank of Black Belt and
beyond. Sah Bum Nim Nam shared a short
bio of each of the participants; who they
are; their honors, goals and achievements.
Even Sah Bum Nim Nam received his 6th
Dan from the President of our Federation,
Grandmaster Chong Su Kim. Congratulations
to all the Black Belt recipients!
Following the Black Belt Tea Ceremony
was the Adult Testing. Unfortunately I was
not able to stay and observe this part of the
testing. It is so wonderful that we have so
many individuals in our Tang So Do Family
trying their best and working hard to earn
their next belt. It makes me very proud to
have my family be a part of such a large
group of individuals dedicated to Tang So
Do, Nam’s Martial Arts Center, and to our
Grandmaster Kwan Jang Nim.

MaryJo’s Cleaning
Residential / Commercial

Complete Cleaning Service:

((412) 337-9762

+ Own Equipment & Cleaning Supplies

+ Extra Cleaning Services Available

+ Weekly, Bi-Weekly & Monthly Cleanings

+ References Available Upon Request!

+ All Natural Cleaners with NO Harsh Chemicals

+ Free In-Home Estimates

Discount Available for all N.M.A.C. Students
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“A Special Class”
by GyoSa Ryan Drozynski

Karate training in Korea is
different than training in the
United States. Having Master
June Gon Kim, a Karate
Master-Instructor from South
Korea in class was a learning
experience.

Having Master Kim in class was fun, and
different from our usual class. First, we
learned that in S. Korea you can major in
Tae Kwon Do in college, and that it is also a
popular sport. Second, we learned that in S.
Korea they train more often and for longer
periods of time than in the U.S. Furthermore,
we learned that in Tae Kwon Do it is more
about kicks and speed, instead of power.
Not only was it a fun experience, but it was
also a great new thing to learn!
Having Master Kim in class was fun because
we got to do some things that we do not
normally do. For example, we did different

drills than we normally do in training, and
they were very different than what we are
used to. These drills focused on kicks, speed
and conditioning.
Besides being fun, having Master Kim in
class was also very different than usual class.
The first thing that was different was that we
spent a lot of time practicing our kicks and
focusing on our stance to perfect them.
The second thing different, was that the
drills we did were more focused on kicking
techniques. Our stance was also different
than usual because our legs were straighter
and closer together, and this allowed us to
kick faster.
In conclusion, even though Tae Kwon
Do and Tang Soo Do have many differences,
they still have the same values: to build
confidence, gain respect and health, and
most importantly, have fun!

Need a website?
Newsletter? Logo?

HEATHER
ARBUCKLE
web & graphic designer
heather@beneaththeradar.com
www.beneaththeradar.com

All

NAM’S MARTIAL ARTS
CENTER STUDENTS

receive a DISCOUNT!
w w w. e a t g i o v a n n i s . c o m
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Walking the Walk
By Master Peter Allen
As an undergraduate student at the
University of Pittsburgh, I encountered a
variety of different professors with various
expectations, philosophies and styles. One
of my favorite professors was also
a clinical psychologist who worked
with institutionalized (the 70’s),
juvenile delinquents. In an effort
to help us understand and predict
human behavior he would tell us,
“Don’t listen to what people say,
listen to what they do”. Loosely
translated, actions speak louder
than words. As an intern working
with juvenile delinquents and their
families, this approach to predicting human
behavior began to make sense to me. I
quickly learned that while many people like
to talk about making a change in their life,
many aren’t willing to put in the hard work
that is required to accomplish this change.
As I progressed through the early stages
of my professional career, one of my clinical
supervisors encouraged me to challenge my
clients to “walk the walk, and not just talk the
talk”. Talking the Talk, loosely translated, was
the client’s verbalization that they wanted to
make a change. Walking the Walk was the
actual effort or behavior required to make
the difference. Today as a school counselor,
my clients are my students and my challenge
is to help them prepare for the future. When
we talk about life after high school and
where they would like to see themselves
after graduation, we are Talking the Talk.
My challenge to them is to put their talk into
action, to Walk the Walk; to do the things
they need to do as high school students to
achieve their post-graduation plans.
Everyone who ever took that first step
through the front door of Nam’s Korean
Karate as a potential student, entered with
the talk of wanting to learn Karate and
become a Martial Artist. Very few entered
understanding the road they would need
to travel, or the walk they would need to
walk to achieve these goals. There are few
physical disciplines that require the level
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of flexibility, strength training, education,
philosophy or the spiritual component that
the Martial Arts do. It is kind of like aerobics,
fitness and self-dense all rolled into one.
Those who stick around long
enough come understand what
it will take to become a Martial
Artist. And eventually, all true
Martial Artists must Walk the
Walk’.
Walking the Walk at Nam’s
Korean Karate requires
a significant amount of
knowledge, training, flexibility
and strength. However, the
essence of what is necessary to be a true
and successful Martial Artist at Nam’s Karate
can be captured in one word. There is no
magic, no hidden agendas, and no secrets.
This essence can be found in the first word
that we repeat in every class when we recite
“Our School Philosophy”:

PRACTICE
Practice makes Perfect,
Perfection brings Confidence,
Confidence brings Good Spirits,
Good Spirits brings Better Production,
Better Production brings Happiness.

There is no substitute for practice, and
no other action or behavior that will insure
improvement. No beginning white belt
does it right the first time, but perfection is
something that all Black Belts and all students
should strive for. Practice is the bridge
between the two.
If we are going to Walk the Walk and
become the best Martial Arts Black Belts
that we can be, then we need to practice,
practice, and then practice some more!
Training (practice) cannot be limited to the
time we spend in the dojang on a week
night or Saturday morning, although this
time is very important. Training must be a
part of our everyday life the same as eating
and sleeping. It is important to review our
techniques every day. It might be something
[continued on page 8]
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NMAC / KPA Paintball Tournament
By Alyssa Headland
Paintball at Urban Assault was definitely
enjoyable for anyone who went. If you want
to have fun for 4 hours, you should spend
it playing paintball with your friends and
family! It was fun to try the outdoor arena.
It had more room to hide and run from your
opposing team. There were barrels to hide
behind in the first round. They were a very
good way to hide and shoot with enough
coverage. While getting shot in paintball
isn’t the greatest, if you wear the appropriate
attire when you get shot at you won’t leave
with any major welts. The first game was just
an elimination game to basically destroy the
other team until no one was left except for
the other team!
The second round of paintball was a
game of capture the flag. We played
this game in the woods. There also was a
helicopter included within the playing field

to hide behind. The third round was played
with in piles of tall grass and dirt. After the
first round of that game the teams switched
sides. Then after that, everyone played the
fourth and final game. That last game was
very interesting! One team was at the top
of the hill while the other team was down
below trying to get a “missile” to the center
of the field but the other team had dynamite
holders. The “dynamite”, if placed with the
missile for more than 10 seconds, then causes
the game to be over.

In the end it did not matter which
team won because everyone
had so much fun participating,
just relaxing, and meeting new
and old friends.

A Message from GRANDMASTER TAEK HO NAM (cont)
All good black belts live by the seven tenets
of Tang Soo Do: 1) Integrity 2) Concentration
3) Perseverance 4) Respect and Obedience
5) Self-Control 6) Humility 7) Indomitable
Spirit. A true martial artist always shows a
spirit of loyalty and devotion that is not easily
defeated or subdued. He/She displays a
true love of Tang Soo Do, his/her school and
master-instructor.
It is important to practice and develop all
of these qualities to become the best martial
artist you can be. Many students begin
training with the anticipation of becoming
proficient in martial arts within a short period
of time, not realizing it is a life-long practice
to master the techniques and philosophies.
Be the best martial artist you can be! Don’t
ever do anything that you know you will
later regret or be ashamed of. Be a good
role model with a strong positive influence
on your and other people’s lives. Being a

black belt represents health and strength,
confidence, winning habits, mastery,
calmness, dignity and sincerity. Black belt
is the final stage of one life cycle and the
beginning of the next. Thus, we see that it
is not only the end of one stage, but more
importantly, the beginning of a path leading
up through the ranks of the higher black belt
to true mastery.

Most importantly, always
remember; a true black belt does
not wear his black belt around his
waist, rather wears it around his
heart.

Be proud of who you are and of your martial
arts background and school. Show your
Tang Soo Do spirit and school spirit just like
we Pittsburgh fans support our sports teams.
When the occasion arises to represent our
school, (i.e. demonstrations, testing or special
events) do so proudly and willingly.

Nam’s Korean Karate School / Martial Arts Center.
www.namskoreankarate.com
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Walking the Walk (cont)
as simple as reviewing our Ill
Soo Sik between commercials
of a television show or
visualizing our Hyung with our
eyes closed as we are falling
asleep. We must make an
effort every day to physically
and mentally practice the art.
Very few people can say
they are perfect at anything,
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and someone is always going to
be better than us at something.
The important thing is that we
are the absolute best that we
can be at whatever we choose
to do, and practice is the walk
we need to take to get there.
Better production does indeed
bring happiness. See you in
class!

